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we are now able to offer a level of content ondemand, which allows users to load a project directly from theirworkplace, from a file or url. this allows for greater flexibilityand a more collaborative environment. it can also be used toshare parts (as long as they have the necessary permissions) overa network, which allows for increased control and security overparts. if you are using the share workflow feature, you are alsoclosed from accidentally uploading parts to unauthorized users.if you have a license and activated the feature, you can still shareparts, but only to your own magics account. share workflow with
the new feature add to project isavailable and gives you access to the same functionality as theadd to project button. magics makes it easy to organize the files you need for your project on an external drive. materialise magics is the most advanced, trustedand scalable service bureau for the additive manufacturingindustry. throughout the world, materialise magics has trained,supported and certified service bureaus, as well as amdepartments in leading global oems, helping them to keep up with the latest technologies and requirements. magics is a part of the materialise group, which is a leader in advanced 3d

printing and cad/cam software. materialise magics is trusted by leading oems as the most scalable,scalable 3d printing service bureau in the world, offering 3d printing,additive manufacturing, cnc machining and assembly services, as well as design services and manufacturing support. here are just some of the leading oems that depend on materialise magics to bring their products to life:
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The most important features include: New Workflows and Runners - Magics materializes your 3D filesby adopting new and latest industry standards while
keeping in mind theexperience of the end user. The global library of the Magicsfilenames will remain the same while, the material modeldefinition, the file

containing the file template and the samespecifications have been updated. For example, the hat templatehas been enhanced to allow for the development of
3D parts without the need to print additional material first. - Auto-Slicing - the new physics engine enables users to easilydefine and run the slicing and surface

creation workflows and a numberof optimization algorithm for best results. - Direct Access to the Software - The new API interfaces allow forplugins and
development of custom applications - New Algorithm Mapping - Object specific mapping algorithm tooptimize the timing of the printing process the most

common use case for serializing a build platform is to create a serial number for a 3d printed part. because the platform is serialized, each part is printed with a
unique serial number and traceability is improved because you can see when the part was printed. you can also serialize a particular material. so if you are

printing a part with abs, you can configure your printer to use a particular material, such as pla. then you can create a serialized build for that material to allow
you to track which parts have been printed with that material. and when that material breaks, you can reprint that part with the new material. 5ec8ef588b
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